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Abstract—Existing PEAR datasets on microelectronic experiments are re-
viewed for their consistency with several theoretical models. The analysis in-
cludes a comparison of the observed data with predictions from bitwise-effect
(BIT), Decision Augmentation Theory (DAT), time-normalized (TIM), and
teleological (TEL) models for the phenomena. Methods for constructing a
model comparison are discussed, together with the merits of relative versus
absolute tests and the sensitivity of various test representations. Final results
are presented in both frequentist (p-value) and Bayesian (hypothesis odds)
formats.
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1. Terminology

The following terms will be encountered frequently:
Z score. This is a normalized score used as a statistical figure-of-merit for

the degree to which an observation differs from a theoretical prediction. In
general, a Z score is defined by Z = (xo - xt)/ s t, where xo is the observed value,
xt is the theoretically predicted value, and st is the theoretical uncertainty
(standard deviation) of the measurement. If the measurement error is normally
distributed and the theory correctly describes the experimental situation, one
expects Z to follow the standard normal distribution with mean 0, variance 1.
A large value of Z is evidence against the theoretical model under which it is
calculated. When different models make different predictions for the same ob-
servation, a Z score can be calculated for each model.

Effect size. If some number N of identical, independent observations is
made, the mean of those observations has a theoretical standard deviation
st / Ö N , where st is the theoretical standard deviation of a single observation.
Therefore the Z score of the collected database will tend to grow as Ö N , pro-
vided the same effect (i.e., the same quantitative degree of departure from the
theoretical prediction) is present in each observation. This means the Z score is
not directly useful for comparisons between experiments because differences
in Z may simply reflect different amounts of data in situations where the same
phenomenon is observed. To get around this problem one customarily defines
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an effect size = Z / Ö N . It is obvious that will remain constant as N in-
creases, provided the repeated observations remain mutually consistent. 

Dataset and database. In general database refers to the entire collection of
experimental data under consideration, while a dataset is a subset of the total
database extracted according to some analytical criterion. For example, a pa-
rameter relevant to a particular theory, which takes on several discrete values
in the database as a whole, may be used to segregate the data into several
datasets for analysis.

2. Introduction

The current analysis focuses on a subset of data from PEAR published in the
Journal of Scientific Exploration (Jahn et al., 1997). Of those data, this analy-
sis will examine only those obtained from microelectronic random sources; in
the interests of a consistent database, we shall not include the data from deter-
ministic sources or those from the macroscopic, mechanical experiments. A
partial reproduction of Table 2 in Jahn et al. (1997), presenting the relevant
data, is given as Table 1 below.

The primary consideration in an anomalies experiment is, of course, the
question of whether an anomaly is present. Our main tool for examining this
will be a Z score against the null-hypothesis prediction. However, different
models of the nature of the phenomenon lead to different formulas for calculat-
ing the composite Z score across several datasets, for reasons that will be dis-
cussed below. Thus, when there are competing explanations, it may be neces-
sary to evaluate them against each other before attempting to make a definitive,
quantitative evaluation against the null hypothesis. We shall examine four hy-
potheses that have been proposed as models for the observed phenomena. 

Any database of this sort is necessarily a combination of efforts from many
individual experimental sessions. There are variables that cannot be controlled
effectively in experiments in which the data must be generated by human vol-
unteers at their own convenience. A single experiment combines data from
many individuals with different personal characteristics, at different times of
day and year, and so forth. In attempting to compare overall models of the phe-
nomena, one must assume that such uncontrollable variables are not conse-

TABLE 1
Data by Experiment

Experiment Series Bits Z

Original 522 3.35 108 3.809
Remote 212 1.83 108 2.214
Alternate source 46 4.94 107 2.765
Co-operator 45 3.62 107 1.635
REG2000 44 3.25 108 2.718
REG20 20 1.64 106 - 0.956



quential to the phenomenon, or at least that their effects are averaged out over
the accumulation of a large database. When we say that a model predicts that
some measure or other should be “constant across all experiments,” we natu-
rally mean this to include the assumption that there are no consequential fac-
tors that systematically change between one dataset and another. In fact, we
will illustrate one instance in which the presence of such a confound can lead
to an incorrect model evaluation if it is not properly taken into account.

All of the models discussed here are phenomenological; that is, they discuss
what takes place under certain experimental conditions, without addressing
the question of how it takes place. For example, the bitwise-effect model ex-
plains the anomalous observation as the result of a change in binary probabili-
ties; that change is assumed, and no explanation is offered for how a human
consciousness could alter the probability of a physical outcome. It seems ad-
visable to compare such proposed models, even though they offer no deep the-
oretical insight, because it is unlikely that the deep questions can be addressed
adequately while we are still uncertain about the phenomenology.

3. The Models

Bitwise effect. The observed phenomenon consists of a shift in the mean out-
put value of a binary random number generator, in accordance with the human
operator’s prestated intention. This can be modeled as a change in the proba-
bility of the random process, which favors the outcome in accordance with the
operator’s intention. The bitwise effect model simply states that this is in fact
what happens; the probability of a binary outcome is changed by some small
amount in accordance with intention. The natural unit for the bitwise model is
the bit. The effect size measure, under the bitwise model, is Z / Ö Nb , where Nb

is the number of bits. The bitwise model predicts that this measure should be
constant across experiments. For brevity, we will use the mnemonic BIT to
refer to this model.

Decision Augmentation Theory. This theory, commonly abbreviated DAT
even by its authors, suggests that no change to the performance of the experi-
mental apparatus actually takes place (May, Utts, and Spottiswoode, 1995).
Instead, they suggest that the human operator is able to foresee, unconsciously
and by anomalous means, the outcome of an experimental run. The operator
thus can choose a moment to start the run when random fluctuations will pro-
duce a favorable outcome. The natural unit for this model is the “DAT event”
of a single start-of-data-collection by the operator. The effect size measure is
Z / Ö ND , where ND is the number of DAT events in a single dataset; DAT pre-
dicts that this should be constant across experiments. 

Time normalization. This model suggests that the critical variable in an
anomalous experiment is the amount of time, or equivalently the amount of ef-
fort, contributed by the human operator (Nelson, 1994). The natural effect size
measure is Z / Ö Ns , where Ns is the number of seconds spent generating data.
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The time-normalization model predicts that this should be constant across ex-
periments. The three-letter mnemonic we will use for this model is TIM.

Teleological . Several models have been discussed internally at PEAR that
predict a decline over the course of a single experiment, specifically that the
effect size should decline as 1/ Ö Na , where Na is the total amount of accumu-
lated data in the experiment to date. These models are collectively called
“teleological” since the first such proposal was based on teleology at the level
of individual experiments: It proposed that any experiment rapidly attains a
“characteristic” overall Z score, which then holds more or less steady no mat-
ter how much further accumulation of data takes place. Unlike the previous
models, this one does not have a “natural” effect size associated with it; rather,
it predicts that the locally measured effect should decline in a specific way as
data accumulate. It also does not make predictions across experiments, but it
can be evaluated only by examining the sequential evolution within a single
experimental dataset. The mnemonic for this model is TEL.

4. Comparing Models

It is easiest to compare models in pairwise fashion. In general, such a com-
parison requires identifying a variable such that (a) data with different values
of this variable are present in the database and (b) the models being compared
make different predictions for the functional dependence of the effect on the
variable.

We shall make all our pairwise comparisons between theoretical models by
comparing the BIT model against another model. This is primarily a matter of
convenience and historical preference: The original data collection systems
used an implicit bitwise model in their assumptions, and this is still the most
convenient representation for analyses.

For the comparison of BIT against DAT, the key variable is the sequence
length, or number of bits per DAT event. The data under consideration have
eight different sequence lengths, ranging from 20 to 200,000. We shall refer to
this sequence length variable as n; it is related to Nb , the number of bits in a
given dataset, and ND , the number of DAT events, by the obvious Nb = n ND . 

As noted above, BIT and DAT identify different increments of data as fun-
damental, and the specific functional dependence upon n will depend on
which of these is used. BIT predicts that the bitwise effect size, b = Z / Ö Nb ,
is constant across datasets, while DAT predicts the same of the DAT effect
size D = Z / Ö ND . A comparison of these formulas will immediately show
that b = D/ Ö n . Thus, if we adopt b as our measure, BIT predicts that the ef-
fect is constant, and DAT predicts that the effect varies as 1/ Ö n . Conversely,
if we measure effects by D, then DAT predicts constancy and BIT predicts an
effect that increases as Ö n . We will have some further comments on this dual-
ity of representation later.

A precisely similar situation applies between BIT and TIM except that the
key variable is now B, the number of bits per second, forming the connection
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Nb = BNs . As above, each model predicts that its own measure is constant;
TIM predicts that b 1/ Ö B , while BIT predicts s Ö B . For the compari-
son of BIT versus TIM, we have three available bit rates: 20, 200, and 2,000
bits per second. The data in the first and last of these categories are somewhat
scanty, so we may expect that this issue will be resolved much less clearly than
the previous comparison.

TEL is somewhat different in that it does not present an alternative funda-
mental unit for the local interpretation of data; rather, it predicts a specific
course of historical change over the accumulation of data in a particular exper-
iment. This prediction applies to any of the effect size measures discussed in
the previous paragraphs. For a pairwise test of BIT versus TEL, the obvious
choice is to use b; then BIT predicts that the value should be constant, while
TEL predicts b 1/ Ö Na .

Finally, there is the question of a null-hypothesis comparison. The null hy-
pothesis simply predicts that there is no effect: b = D = s = 0 . Nonethe-
less, because the different models weight contributing datasets differently, the
confidence with which one can assert /= 0 differs from model to model. The
procedure we will develop for the pairwise comparison between models in-
cludes, as a byproduct, the generation of a Z score against the null hypothesis
for each model involved. Our ultimate candidate for an interpretive test against
the null hypothesis should be the preferred model emerging from the pairwise
comparisons. 

5. Comparison Procedure

In each of the pairwise comparisons, we are confronted with a set of empiri-
cal data and a key independent variable: One model predicts that the data
should be independent of that variable, and the other predicts that there should
be a specific functional dependence. The simplest evaluative procedure at this
point is a goodness-of-f it test. We know, for example, that BIT predicts

b = kb , while DAT predicts b = kD/ Ö n , where kb and kD are undetermined
constants of proportionality. We can find empirical values for these constants
by minimizing the total squared error between the model and the observed
data, and then calculate the 2 of the residual differences between the observa-
tions and the fitted model. 

This is not, however, the most sensitive test available in the current situa-
tion. A standard and often-used procedure for such tests is to linearize the
model and then perform a linear regression to identify the slope. In this partic-
ular case, “linearizing” means not discarding higher-order terms, but con-
structing a new variable such that the model predictions are linear functions of
that variable. 

We will continue to use the BIT versus DAT comparison as an initial exam-
ple. If we work in the b representation, then the DAT model predicts a depen-
dence on 1/ Ö n . Therefore, let us define x = 1/ Ö n ; then the BIT prediction
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described above remains unchanged, and the DAT prediction becomes

b = kDx .
These models then can be compared directly with a weighted linear regres-

sion performed on the observations of b versus x. Indeed, because we must
perform a least-squares fit to find the empirical constants of proportionality,
each of the model fits is a special case of a constrained linear regression. The
general linear regression will find parameters b1, a slope, and b0, an intercept,
such that the line y = b0 + b1x minimizes the overall squared errorP

( - y)2 . The constant model is a special case of a linear least-squares fit
with the slope constrained to be 0, and the model proportional to x is a special
case of a linear model with intercept 0. The parameter values found by the lin-
ear regression, as optimal fits to the data, can be compared with the values
found for the constrained models to establish which model is the better fit for
the data.

To compare the sensitivity of the linear-regression test with the goodness-
of-fit test, a Monte Carlo procedure was used comparing the efficacy of both
tests on synthetic data generated from both constant and linear models. For
the linear model, a Z score for the slope against a nominal value of 0 was used.
This was found to be correctly distributed in constant models and to grow with
the size of the effect in linear models. The 2 goodness-of-fit test also correct-
ly identified which model had been used to generate the data but generally
achieved a lesser degree of statistical significance than the regression test on
the same data. This loss of significance was equivalent to that produced by a
17% deflation of the Z score in the regression test.  It therefore was decided
that the linear regression tests would be used as the primary evaluator for these
hypothesis comparisons. 

The 2 goodness-of-f it tests, however, retain a secondary utility. The regres-
sion test must always report some values for its parameters, whether the data
are actually linear or not. Comparing these with the model predictions can
identify a preferred model but will not give a warning if neither model is a
good fit to the data. The 2 tests, on the other hand, can identify cases in which
neither model fits the data well. If 2 is large for both models, some further
source of variation, not well described by either model, is present.

5.1 Formulas

Each subdivision of the overall database produces a group of datasets, each
with its own Z i and Ni , where the Ns may count bits, DAT events, or seconds
as appropriate to the effect size measure in use. The ith dataset thus has an ef-
fect size observation i = Z i / Ö Ni . In the description of Z scores above, it was
noted that Z is always normalized to the standard deviation, or measurement
uncertainty, of the observation in question. Thus, a Z score must by construc-
tion have a standard deviation of 1. The uncertainty in the effect size i is
therefore si = 1/ Ö Ni . 

In addition, there is a set xi of values of the key model-discriminating



parameter. After suitable definition of x, we are always comparing two mod-
els, one of which predicts i constant, while the other predicts i xi . The con-
stant model is

= kc where kc =

P
i / s2

iP
1/ s2

i

and s(kc) =
1

qP
1/ s2

i

. (1)

Here s(kc) denotes the overall uncertainty on the value of kc that propagates
from the individual measurement uncertainties of the i . The alternative model
always predicts a linear dependence x; we will call this the slope model to
distinguish it from the linear model produced by the empirical two-parameter
regression. The formulas for this model are:

= ks x where ks =

P
xi yi / s2

iP
x2

i / s2
i

and s(ks) =
1

qP
x2

i / s2
i

. (2)

The general two-parameter regression, on the other hand, involves formulas
that are rather complicated and can be understood more readily in an incre-
mental presentation. If we first define the intermediate quantities,

m0 =
X

1/ s2
i , m1 =

X
xi / s2

i , m2 =
X

x2
i / s2

i ,

c0,i =
m2/ s2

i - m1xi / s2
i

m0m2 - m2
1

, and c1,i =
m0xi / s2

i - m1/ s2
i

m0m2 - m2
1

,
(3.A)

we then can simply define the linear parameters:

= b0 + b1x ,

where b0 =
X

i

c0,i i and b1 =
X

i

c1, i i ;

s(b0) =
qX

c2
0, i s

2
i ; s(b1) =

qX
c2

1,i s
2
i .

(3.B)

5.2 Problem with the Simplest Approach

It might seem that the linear regression provides a direct and immediate test
between the two models; because one predicts a slope and the other does not,
we need only examine the slope parameter (b1) for statistical significance. This
approach has even been used in other work comparing linear models (May,
Utts, and Spottiswoode, 1995). However, Figure 1 illustrates a disconcerting
feature of such a direct comparison.

In Figure 1a, the eight datasets at different values of the DAT sequence
length n are plotted against 1/ Ö n ; the vertical axis is the bitwise effect size b.
Figure 1b uses the dual representation, plotting d against Ö n . The two dotted
lines in each graph show the two models; the solid slanting line shows the re-
gression fit. In the first graph, the slope of the regression line seems rather am-
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biguous between the two predictions; in the second, it is extremely close to
one of the predictions. It would seem that the representation in the first graph
allows no very strong preference between models, while the representation in
the second graph definitely supports one. But it seems very odd to arrive at
such different conclusions, when one considers that we are examining the
same two models on exactly the same data; only the representations differ. 

Some thought will demonstrate that a simple comparison, whether visual or
numeric, between the slopes of the regression line and the slope model is sus-
pect. Both slopes are obtained from a least-squares fit to the same data; a com-

Fig. 1. Model comparison in two representations .



parison between them, using the error figures in the formulas above, is liable to
overestimate the variance of the difference and thus underestimate the signifi-
cance of that difference.

That this is indeed the case was established by a systematic Monte Carlo
evaluation of the slope-comparison procedure. The normal statistical interpre-
tation of a Z score requires that it be normally distributed with mean 0 and vari-
ance 1 when the model it is testing is true. So to determine the validity of a
slope-comparison Z score, the Monte Carlo program constructed synthetic
datasets according to the requirements of a slope model.

Figure 2 shows the result of a 10,000-iteration Monte Carlo evaluation of
the slope-comparison Z score (b1 - ks)/ s(b1) for data spaced as in the BIT
versus DAT comparison. The points with error bars show the empirical popu-
lation density, the solid curve shows the corresponding normal fit, and the dot-
ted curve shows the standard normal probability density. We can see that the Z
score remains normally distributed, but its standard deviation is much too
small, about .48 rather than 1.

5.3 Vector Formulation

How, then, can we obtain reliable tests of the two models? A certain amount
of analytical development is needed to demonstrate the proper tests. Let us,
first, reprise the situation: For any model comparison, after identifying the key
discriminator variable in the database, we have a set of observations i of the
effect size, each with uncertainty si , obtained at a key variable value xi. We
have, in essence, four models to consider. The null hypothesis contends that
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there is no effect and that all of the observations differ from 0 only by noise.
The constant and slope hypotheses have been discussed in the previous sec-
tion, and the linear regression formulae were given in Equation 3 amount to the
assumption of a two-parameter model. By explicitly adding a noise term i, as-
sumed to be normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation si , we
may express the models in terms of predictions for individual observations:

(Null) : i = i

(Constant) : i = kc + i

(Slope) : i = ks xi + i

(Regression) : i = b0 + b1xi + i .

(4)

Now let us change notation by dividing each of these equations by si .
Defining the new variables,

zi
i

si
; c, i

1
si

; s, i
xi

si
; i

i

si
, (5)

allows us to re-express Equation 4:

(Null) : zi = i

(Constant) : zi = kc c, i + i

(Slope) : zi = ks s,i + i

(Regression) : zi = b0 c,i + b1 s, i + i .

(6)

Note that the new noise terms, i , all have variance 1, from their definition in
Equation 5. Also, because we assumed that the initial noise terms, i, were
normally distributed, the normality of the error terms will continue to propa-
gate through subsequent analyses. (This assumption of normality is quite ac-
curate for the empirical data presently under consideration.) 

To alleviate an excess of subscripts, we may take advantage of the fact that
the model equations can readily be written in terms of vectors rather than indi-
vidual indexed equations. Thus, for example, z is the vector whose individual
elements are the zi corresponding to individual observations: z = {zi } =
{z1, z2, . . . , zm}, where there are a total of m observations. With similar nota-
tions for the other indexed variables we may write

(Null) : z =

(Constant) : z = kc c +

(Slope) : z = ks s +

(Regression) : z = b0 c + b1 s + .

(7)

Before proceeding further, let us recall the basic operations of vector arith-
metic. If we have two vectors x = {xi } and y = {yi }, the vector sum, x + y =
{xi + yi }, is the vector obtained by adding the components of the two vectors.



The product of a scalar (simple number) with a vector, as in kx = {kxi }, is the
vector obtained by multiplying each element of x individually by k. The inner
product, x · y =

P
i xi yi, is the result of multiplying each element of x by the

corresponding element of y and adding up all the resulting products. The
length of a vector |x | can be found by taking the square root of its inner prod-
uct with itself: x · x = |x |2 . One more useful result is not a vector identity but
follows from applying these formulas. Because the zi defined in Equation 5
have been normalized to the observational uncertainty, they all have a vari-
ance 1. The vector z used in Equation 7 therefore has a variance 1 in each ele-
ment: s2[z] = 1 . Such a vector has the property that the variance of its inner
product with any constant (i.e., nonrandom or zero-variance) vector x is 

s2[z · x] = |x |2. (8)

This can readily be verified by explicitly writing out the inner product and ap-
plying the standard rules for variances of sums and products.

All of the formulas in Equations 1 through 3 can be reexpressed in this vec-
tor notation, with exactly the same values for the model parameters, kc , ks , b0 ,
and b1. Let us begin by considering a least-squares fit to the constant model.
We note from Equation 7 that both the constant model and the slope model
have exactly the same functional form, z = k + , differing only in a change
of subscript; therefore, a single derivation will do for both. Because the noise
term, , is unknown, we can solve for it as the error between the model predic-
tion and the empirical value: = z - k . The optimal value of k is the one that
minimizes the length, or equivalently minimizes the squared length, of this
error. This squared length is

| |2 = (z - k ) · (z - k ) = |z|2 - 2kz · + k2 | |2. (9)

To find the minimizing value of k, we take the partial derivative ¶ (| |2)/ ¶ k and
set it to zero:

¶ (| |2)

¶ k
= - 2z · + 2k | |2 = 0

k | |2 = z ·

k =
z ·

| |2
.

(10)

By substituting the definitions of Equation 5 for zi and c,i, we find that this
gives us Equation 1 for kc; by instead substituting s,i , we recover Equation 2
for ks . By applying the variance identity (Equation 8) to the last line of equa-
tion 10 above, we find
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s2[k] = s2

"
z ·

| |2

#
=

s2[z · ]

| |4
=

| |2

| |4
=

1

| |2

s(k) =
1

| |
, (11)

which because | c | =
qP

i 1/ s2
i and | s | =

qP
i x2

i / s2
i , appropriately repro-

duces Equation 1 for s(kc) or Equation 2 for s(ks) , depending on whether we
insert c or s for in the last line of Equation 11. 

The vector formulas for b0 and b1 are likewise identical, whether one
rewrites Equation 3 in terms of z , c , and s or performs a least-squares-fit cal-
culation directly on the model formula in Equation 7. Because the vector nota-
tion avoids the tedious enumeration of indices and summation signs, we pre-
sent the vector forms directly rather than through the intermediate step of the
c0,1 coefficients:

b0 =

h
| s |2

c - ( c · s) s

i
· z

| c |2| s |2 - ( c · s)2
; s(b0) =

| s |q
| c |2 | s |2 - ( c · s )2

;

b1 =

h
| c |2

s - ( c · s) c

i
· z

| c|2 | s |2 - ( c · s)2
; s(b1) =

| c|q
| c |2 | s |2 - ( c · s)2

.
(12)

Because the inner product is commutative (x · y = y · x) , we may note from
Equation 12 that b0 and s(b0) differ from b1 and s(b1) solely through the sys-
tematic exchange of c and s subscripts. 

There is one more set of quantities of interest that can be computed directly
from Equations 10 through 12. These equations give values and uncertainties
for the four parameters kc, ks , b0, and b1. For each parameter, we can therefore
calculate a Z score against the hypothesis that its value is 0. From Equations 10
and 11, we can calculate that 

Zk =
k

sk
=

z ·

| |
, (13)

which can be applied to either k simply by attaching the appropriate subscript.
The values of Z0 and Z1 corresponding to tests of nonzero value on b0 and b1
are from Equation 12:

Z0 =
b0

sb0
=

h
| s |2

c - ( c · s) s

i
· z

| s |
q

| c |2 | s |2 - ( c · s )2
;



Z1 =
b1

sb1
=

h
| c|2

s - ( c · s) c

i
· z

| c |
q

| c|2 | s |2 - ( c · s)2
. (14)

As we might expect from the earlier observation on Equation 12, Z0 Z1

upon substituting c s.

5.4 Abstract Modeling Problem

Let us temporarily take our leave of the complicated least-squares-fit for-
mulas and consider a very abstract representation of modeling data in multiple
dimensions. We start with the assumption that we have a set of observations,
which have been normalized such that each observation has unit variance. We
summarize the set of observations as a vector z with as many dimensions as
we have observations. Because z has been constructed to have unit variance,
we can express it as two components, z = á z ñ + , with a deterministic part á z ñ
and a random component defined as in the previous section: á ñ = 0,
s2[ ] = s2[z] = 1.

Let us presume further that we have two vectors, v1 and v2 , which are select-
ed on theoretical grounds as being plausible models for the phenomena. The
observed results might be explained by the first model, by the second, or by
some linear combination of the two. We can summarize all three possibilities,
along with the null hypothesis, by these four formulas for á z ñ :

H0 : á z ñ = 0;

H1 : á z ñ = 1v1;

H2 : á z ñ = 2v2;

H3 : á z ñ = 1v1 + 2v2.

(15)

Figure 3 illustrates a two-dimensional example of this formalism, with the
observation vector z and the theory vectors v1 and v2 shown in solid black,
while one speculative possibility for the model vector á z ñ and the noise vector

are drawn in gray.
The equations (Equation 15) form a hierarchy, in the sense that lower-num-

bered models are contained within higher-numbered ones as special cases: H0

is a special case of either H1 or H2, while either of the latter is a special case of
H3 . In each case the simpler model is produced by setting a parameter of the
more complex model to 0. The questions we wish to answer are all of the form
of asking whether this in fact holds true. Within the context of H1 or H2, is

= 0 so that H0 is actually true? Within the context of the two-parameter
model H3 , is one of the parameters actually 0 so that the model reduces to H1

or H2 ?
It is relatively straightforward to find an appropriate test for the null hypoth-

esis H0 within the context of either H1 or H2. First, noting that H1 and H2 are
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identical in functional form, differing only in subscript, we may for purposes
of the derivation drop the subscript and simply work with á z ñ = v . Since the
observation vector z is constructed to have unit variance, a properly distrib-
uted Z score for H0 can be constructed by taking the parallel projection of z
along the hypothesis vector: that is, the component of the length |z| in the di-
rection defined by the hypothesis vector v . This projection is

Z =
z · v
|v|

. (16)

We can readily verify that this formula gives us a valid Z score for H0 . The
expectation and variance of Equation 16 are given by:

á Z ñ =
½

z · v
|v|

¾
=

á z ñ · v
|v|

=
v · v
|v|

= |v| ;

s2[Z ] = s2
µ

z · v
|v|

¶
=

s2[z · v]

|v|2
=

|v|2

|v|2
= 1,

(17)

making use of the variance identity (Equation 8) and the model substitution
á z ñ = v .  We see that the variance of Z is 1, as required, while the expectation
of Z is proportional to , so that it is 0 when H0 is true and non-zero when H0 is
false.

The question of evaluating whether the general two-parameter model H3

reduces to a one-parameter model is more involved. If one simply looks at the
projection of z along one of the hypothesis vectors, one is repeating Equation

Fig. 3. Example of theory and observation vectors.
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16 and computing a test statistic for H0 within H1 or H2, rather than computing
the desired test statistic for H1 or H2 within H3. The fundamental problem is
that we have no guarantee that the vectors v1 and v2 are orthogonal. (Indeed,
in our intended application, they are not.) Given nonorthogonal hypothesis
vectors, simple projections of z along v1 and v2 will both have nonzero expec-
tation if either has a nonzero coefficient in reality. If, let us say, the actual
model is H1 , so that á z ñ = 1v1 by hypothesis, the expected value of
Z1 = z · v1/ |v1 | is á Z1 ñ = 1 |v1| . The expected value of Z2 , on the other hand,
is á z ñ · v2/ |v2 | = 1v1 · v2/ |v2| ; this vanishes only if v1 · v2 = 0 , i.e., if the two
hypothesis vectors are orthogonal. For the general case with nonorthogonal
hypotheses, both á Z1 ñ /= 0 and á Z2 ñ /= 0 regardless of which hypothesis is
true. Clearly neither Z1 nor Z2 can be a satisfactory test against the hypothesis
that one of the parameters in H3 is 0.

For definiteness, let us consider the case in which we wish to test whether
2 = 0, so that H3 reduces to H1. (Since the notation is completely symmetric,

we can do our derivations once and then get the formulas for the other case by
interchanging 1 2.) To obtain a Z score against this possibility, we need to
know the extent to which the observation z requires a component not simply
proportional to v1 ; that is, we need the projection of z not along v2 , but along
that component of v2 orthogonal to v1 . Let us label this orthogonal component
ṽ2 ; its value is given by

ṽ2 = v2 -
v1 · v2

|v1 |2 v1. (18)

One can readily verify that v1 · ṽ2 = 0 , so that ṽ2 is indeed, as we require, or-
thogonal to v1 .

The Z score against 2 = 0 is then just the projection of z in the ṽ2 direction:

Z 2 =
z · ṽ2

|ṽ2|
. (19)

Let us verify that this does in fact have variance 1 and expectation 0 if, and
only if, 2 = 0. 

á Z 2 ñ = á
z · ṽ2

| ṽ2 |
ñ =

á z ñ · ṽ2

| ṽ2|
=

( 1v1 + 2v2) · ṽ2

| ṽ2 |
=

³
v2 · ṽ2

|ṽ2|

´
2.

s2 £
Z 2

¤
= s2

µ
z · ṽ2

|ṽ2|

¶
=

s2[z · ṽ2]

| ṽ2 |2
=

|ṽ2|2

|ṽ2|2
= 1.

(20)

We see that the proposed Z score against 2 = 0 has a variance 1 always and
has an expectation value proportional to 2 ; therefore, it is Z-distributed if and
only if 2 = 0, as required.

If we choose to expand ṽ2 in terms of its definition (Equation 18), so as to
express all quantities in terms of the original hypothesis vectors v1 and v2 , the
form of Z 2 from Equation 19 becomes
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Z 2 =
z · ṽ2

| ṽ2|
=

z ·
h
v2 - v1 ·v2

|v1 |2 v1

i

r±
v2 - v1·v2

|v1 | 2 v1

²
·
±

v2 - v1·v2
|v1 |2 v1

²

=

h
v2 - v1 ·v2

|v1 |2 v1

i
· z

q
|v2 |2 - (v1 ·v2)2

|v1 |2

.
(21)

If we multiply the numerator and denominator of the last line of Equation 21
by |v1 |2 , we finally obtain

Z 2 =

£
|v1 |2v2 - (v1 · v2)v1

¤
· z

|v1 |
p

|v1 |2 |v2 |2 - (v1 · v2)2
, (22)

with a corresponding Z 1 obtained by interchanging 1 2 in Equation 22:

Z 1 =

£
|v2 |2v1 - (v1 · v2)v2

¤
· z

|v2 |
p

|v1 |2|v2 |2 - (v1 · v2)2
. (23)

Equations 22 and 23 should look very familiar in form. The equations in
Equation 15 were deliberately laid out to suggest the form of the equations in
Equation 7; H0, H1, H2, and H3 are identical to the null, constant, slope, and re-
gression models, respectively, if one identifies the symbols:

1 = kc; v1 = c; 2 = ks ; v2 = s ; 1 = b0; 2 = b1. (24)

These identifications make it very clear that Equation 16, giving the Z score
for a one-parameter model against the null hypothesis, is the same as Equation
13 derived from least-squares parameter evaluation, and that likewise Equa-
tions 22 and 23 for the Z scores of the parameters of the two-component model
are identical to Equation 14 for the Z scores of the regression parameters.

These identities, particularly those equating Equations 22 and 23 with Equa-
tion 14, are critically important. We have already derived and demonstrated
the fact that Z 1 and Z 2 are correctly distributed, properly normalized, and
independent Z scores for the evaluation of their respective hypotheses. We now
see that the least-squares method of parameter evaluation automatically gen-
erates the extra, orthogonalizing terms required to make sure that Z 1 tests
only the parameter 1 regardless of the value of 2 , and vice versa. Because
we made no particular assumptions about the values of v1 or v2 in the deriva-
tion from Equations 15 through 23, this derivation of the validity of the Z for-
mulas is entirely general; in particular, it holds despite the fact that our regres-
sion formulas (Equation 3) use the origin of coordinates, rather than the mean
of the xi values, as the origin of the regression.

One small subtlety needs to be kept in mind when evaluating these models.



The Z scores of Equations 22 and 23 are Z scores against the null hypothesis
that their respective parameters are 0. To consider Z 2 (which is Z1 in the nota-
tion of Equation 14), this is a Z score against the hypothesis that 2 = 0
(b1 = 0 ), in which case H3 (regression) reduces to H1 (constant).  Thus, the Z
score of the slope is the test that can refute the constant model, by demonstrat-
ing a nonzero value of the parameter that must be 0 if the constant model is
true. Likewise, the Z score of the intercept ( Z 1, Z0 ) is the Z score against H2

(slope model).
Despite the power of the vector formalism, clarity of visualization requires

that the original notation of i , xi, and si be retained for illustrative purposes.
Because graphs on paper are inherently two-dimensional, and most readers are
three-dimensional, it grows very difficult to render graphically vectors in
spaces of four or more dimensions. It is true that any two arbitrary vectors can
define a plane, so that a representation such as Figure 3 can show the relations
of the theory vectors to each other and to the projection of the data into their
common plane. However, such a compressed representation makes it impossi-
ble to visualize the actual data for most analyses. Therefore, the analyses in
subsequent sections will retain the familiar graphs in xi, i space as well as the
vector representation developed here. 

5.5 Resolution of the Quandary

With this new approach to calculating the Z score between the linear fit and
each model, we find a fully symmetric duality between the two representations
of the data in any model comparison. If we switch from one model’s definition
of the fundamental effect size to the other, the role of constant model and slope
model are exchanged. But all of the statistical parameters also change places in
a symmetrical fashion. The Z scores of the model parameters against the null
hypothesis, of the linear regression against each model, all change places so
that the same statistical figure-of-merit is associated with the same model.
Even a 2 goodness-of-f it test against the residuals from the model displays
the same behavior. All of the statistical measures are associated with a specific
model, regardless of the data representation used (see Table 2).
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TABLE 2
Duality of Representations

Parameter Z / Ö Nb effect Z / Ö ND effect

X axis 1/ Ö n Ö n
Constant model BIT DAT
Slope model DAT BIT
Constant Z vs. null 5.80 3.97
Slope Z vs. null 3.97 5.80
Regression Z vs. constant 1.30 4.43
Regression Z vs. slope 4.43 1.30

2
7 vs. constant 6.68 24.59
2
7 vs. slope 24.59 6.68
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This exact equivalence between representations is, of course, further evi-
dence that we are justified in using the techniques discussed in the preceding
section: The comparison between two models and a set of data should be inde-
pendent of the choice of representation. Having established that both represen-
tations are exactly equivalent when properly analyzed, we are now free to
choose either representation without concern that our choice biases the con-
clusion. The remaining figures therefore will display the BIT representation
exclusively.

6. Model Test Outcomes

Although we have already seen some of the DAT versus BIT comparison re-
sults, since it was the example used in the previous section on developing the
comparison methodology, we will cover the matter in more detail here.  First,
there is the matter of the raw data. The experimental summary in Table 1 is in-
adequate, because several of the experiments enumerated collected data at
more than one sequence length, while in other cases more than one experiment
used the same sequence length. Table 3 shows the result of collecting the data
according to sequence length, the key variable for the DAT versus BIT com-
parison.

When one calculates the statistical parameters for the comparison between
models—which, as noted in the previous section, are the same whether one

TABLE 3
Data for DAT vs. BIT

n Nb ND Z

20 3.2 105 1,600 0.2510
200 3.267 107 163,350 2.2335

1,000 1.2 106 1,200 - 1.0626
2,000 4.868 107 24,340 1.0428

10,000 1.5182 108 15,182 3.7203
20,000 7.044 107 3,522 2.2989

100,000 2.04 108 2,040 2.4660
200,000 4.212 108 2,106 2.8082

Note: DAT = Decision Augmentation Theory; BIT = bitwise effect.

TABLE 4
BIT versus DAT Comparison

Comparison Score p

BIT vs. null (Z) 5.80 3.3 10- 9

DAT vs. null (Z) 3.97 3.6 10- 5

BIT vs. regression (Z ) 1.30 .097
DAT vs. regression (Z) 4.43 4.7 10- 6

2
7 on BIT 6.68 .46
2
7 on DAT 24.60 9.0 10- 4

Note: BIT = bitwise effect; DAT = Decision Augmentation Theory.



uses Z / Ö Nb or Z / Ö ND as one’s measure of effect size—one finds the values
presented in Table 2, represented here in Table 4 for more convenient model
identification.

These outcomes are summarized graphically in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4a
shows the familiar regression graph, and 4b shows the various model parame-
ters directly so as to facilitate comparison.

Figure 4b plots model slope against model intercept, in units of the empiri-
cal uncertainty associated with each measurement. In other words, it plots the
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Fig. 4. Model comparison: BIT = constant and DAT = slope.
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Z scores of the two models. The null hypothesis is represented by the filled dot
at slope 0, intercept 0. The horizontal dotted line represents the family of all
constant (zero-slope) models. Recall that in the current data representation,
these are BIT models. The open circle on this line shows the actual model in
this family that is the best fit to the data. The vertical line shows the family of
all DAT-like, zero-intercept models. The open diamond on this line shows the
actual DAT model that best fits the data.

The two-parameter linear regression fit also is shown, but not directly as a Z
score. To provide a valid visual comparison, its slope and intercept are plotted
to the same scale as the slope of the slope model and the intercept of the con-

Fig. 5. BIT constant and DAT slope as vectors.



stant model. Because the two-parameter regression in general has larger un-
certainties on each parameter than the one-parameter models, this means that
the position of the regression fit cannot simply be read off the axes to show a Z
score. To provide a visual cue to the degree of uncertainty in the regression, 1 s
and 2 s contours have been drawn around the fit point. We can clearly see that
the general linear regression is quite close to the constant, BIT model, and very
different from the entire DAT family of models. 

Figure 5 illustrates the vectorial representation of the problem. As noted in
section 5, any two (nonparallel) vectors define a plane, however high the di-
mensionality of the space in which the vectors themselves exist. Figure 5a pre-
sents a view of this “theory plane” defined by c for BIT and s for DAT. The
two theory vectors themselves are drawn at unit length (the absolute scaling of
this space is irrelevant to the theoretical comparison), with dots drawn at every
unit increment of the vector length to help the eye project the vector’s direc-
tion. Shown as a closely dotted line is the observation vector Z , or rather its
two-dimensional projection into the theory plane. This representation, free of
the visual biases induced by a regression plot, allows an immediate apprecia-
tion of how much more closely the observation falls along the c direction than
the s direction.

Finally, Figure 5b deals with the residual vector R = z - (b0 c + b1 s), that
part of the observation vector z that is not accomodated by either model at all.
A few moments of vector algebra will allow one to verify that R is perpendicu-
lar to both c and s and is therefore perpendicular to the entire theory plane.
The viewer is assumed to be sighting along the theory plane, so that it forms
the dotted line at y = 0. The solid line embedded in that dotted line is the pro-
jection of z into the theory plane, while the vertical line and the vector z itself
are shown extending slightly into a perpendicular dimension. If one pretends,
for a moment, that Figure 5a is a three-dimensional object rather than a flat
plot on paper, the view in Figure 5b is what one would achieve by rotating the
page slightly clockwise, so as to make the vector z shown be level rather than
inclined, and then tilting the page away from oneself so that one is sighting
along the paper, rather than looking down on it.

It must be noted, however, that this lower graph is labeled as showing the
“normalized residuals,” rather than simply the “residuals.” The reason for this
is to avoid a visual deception arising from our accustomed three-dimensional
experience. In the three-dimensional space of our everyday experience, a
given plane has exactly one perpendicular axis. This is not so in more dimen-
sions. The eight-dimensional space that Figure 5 attempts to summarize per-
mits six mutually perpendicular directions all of which are also perpendicular
to the theory plane. Under the hypothesis that á z ñ lies in the theory plane, the
actual observation z is expected to depart by a Z-distributed amount in each of
those six orthogonal directions, so the squared length of the residual vector,
R · R , is clearly a 2 with a number of degrees of freedom equal to the number
of dimensions in which R exists. Therefore, the visual presentation normalizes
this length. Figure 5b reports the 2 value, and its degrees of freedom, explicitly:
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but, because the eye only expects one perpendicular to a plane, rather than six,
the vertical distance shown is the Z score that has the same two-tailed p-value
as the 2 calculation. The vertical axis can be read off directly as a Z score; it
represents the length that the residual vector would have if the entire vector
space were confined to the three dimensions we are accustomed to visualizing.

Turning now to the comparison of BIT with TIM, Table 5 presents the raw
data when segregated according to the key variable of bits per second. These
figures result in the model comparisons summarized in Table 6.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the model comparison between BIT and TIM in
the same way as Figures 4 and 5 do for BIT versus DAT.  In Figure 6a, the x
axis is, of course, 1/ Ö B . As it happens, we have only three data points for this
plot, and one of them has rather large error bars. This is the reason for the very
wide error contours visible on the lower plot; despite the fact that both the BIT
and TIM models are almost 6 s away from the origin, the ability of the regres-
sion to discriminate is very much weaker, so that the 2 s contour covers almost
the whole plot. Nevertheless, the regression fit is visibly much closer to the
BIT model than to the TIM model. Figure 7a illustrates the same point: The
acute angle between the two theory vectors shows why z has little power to
distinguish between them, despite being much closer to one. Figure 7b once
again shows no consequential residual vector. It is worth noting that because
we actually have only three dimensions in this vector space, the  normalization
of Figure 7b is one-to-one and we see the residual vector at its true length.

The TEL model refers to a historical evolution within a single experiment,
rather than across experiments. The model parameter becomes the amount of

TABLE 5
BIT vs. TIM Comparison Data

B Nb Ns Z

20 1.64 106 8.2 104 - 0.9558
200 6.0409 108 3.02045 106 5.2477

2,000 3.246 108 1.623 105 2.7179

Note:  BIT = bitwise effect; TIM = time normalization.

TABLE 6
BIT vs. TIM Comparison Results

Test Score p

BIT vs. null (Z) 5.79 3.5 10- 9

TIM vs. null (Z ) 5.50 1.7 10- 8

BIT vs. regression (Z ) 0.52 .30
TIM vs. regression (Z) 1.89 .029

2
2 vs. BIT 2.27 .32
2
2 vs. TIM 5.57 .062

Note:  BIT = bitwise effect; TIM = time normalization.



data accumulated in the experiment to date. To test this model, we therefore
must perform evaluations within single experiments. Furthermore, because the
hypothesis predicts a progressive diminution in effect from series to series, a
tabular presentation of the raw data would be excessively cumbersome, with
as many lines as the total of series enumerated in Table 1. Therefore, Table 7
presents only analysis results: the Z score versus the null hypothesis, the Z
score against the linear regression, and the 2 fit test, for both BIT and TEL
models, for the six experiments summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Model comparison: BIT = constant and TIM = slope.
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Here we have a rather disconcerting lack of unity. Some of the experimental
datasets show a strong preference for TEL and some show a modest preference
for BIT. The result cannot be attributed entirely to statistical power issues, as
the two largest datasets show oppositely inclined preferences.

The largest of these datasets, furthermore, contains a known confound. As
was noted in section 2, an analysis of this sort proceeds on the implicit as-
sumption that conditions affecting the experimental yield, which are not relat-
ed to the hypothesis under consideration, are uniformly or at least randomly
distributed across the subsets defined by the hypothesis parameter. This is

Fig. 7. BIT constant and TIM slope as vectors.



known not to be the case for a specific subset of the “Original REG” data with
respect to the TEL parameter.

As has been discussed in fuller detail elsewhere (Dobyns and Nelson,
1998), the earliest REG experiments were run with a slightly different experi-
mental protocol, which distinguishes itself by a much larger effect size than
the subsequent continuation of the experiment. Because the change in proto-
cols is a historical one and distinguishes part of the earliest data from the re-
mainder of the dataset, it is directly confounded with the measure of historical
progression that defines the TEL hypothesis.

Merely identifying the presence of a confounding factor, however, cannot by
itself determine the status of the two hypotheses. The fact that the difference
between the early data (designated as the X protocol) and the subsequent data
was well established long before the TEL hypothesis was considered prompts
an inclination to consider the support for TEL a confounding result of the dif-
ference in protocols, but this reasoning is spurious.  It is equally plausible that
the unexplained difference in the protocols is driven by the hitherto-unrecog-
nized effects of teleological decline. 

To resolve this ambiguity, we would like ideally to compare data generated
under the two protocols at the same teleological status.  This unfortunately is
impossible, because “teleological status” is a historical parameter that is dis-
tinct for any two series. We can do the next best thing, however, by segregating
the two conditions and examining each independently for teleological effects. 

There is a small subtlety involved in this segregation, however. When we re-
move the X protocol, we are taking away the earliest series in the Original
REG dataset. Did the protocol change “restart” the teleological “clock,” so
that the new data represented a new beginning? Or should the subsequent data
be evaluated under the assumption that they are continuing a teleological de-
cline started in the early data? We do not know enough about the constraints of
the TEL model to answer this question, so we have no alternative but to ana-
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TABLE 7
BIT versus TEL Summaries

Experiment Znb Znt Zrb Zrt
2
b (d f ) 2

t (d f )

Original 3.809 5.405 3.886 - 0.626 571.6 (521) 555.9 (521)
Remote 2.214 1.615 - 0.244 1.534 200.5 (211) 202.8 (211)
Alternative

source 2.765 3.205 1.624 0.072 57.12 (45) 54.49 (45)
Co-operator 1.635 1.525 0.218 0.628 39.68 (44) 40.03 (44)
REG2000 2.718 3.410 2.125 - 0.523 45.41 (43) 41.17 (43)
REG20 - 0.956 - 0.229 1.498 - 1.762 18.31 (19) 19.17 (19)

Note: BIT = bitwise effect; TEL = teleological; Znb = BIT Z score versus null; Znt = TEL Z score
versus null; Zrb = BIT Z score versus regression fit; Zrt = TEL Z score versus regression fit; 2

b(df )
= Goodness-of-fit  2 for BIT (degrees of freedom). 2

t(df ) = Goodness-of-fit  2 for TEL (degrees
of freedom).
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TABLE 8
BIT vs. TEL Summaries, Reduced Datasets

Experiment Znb Znt Zrb Zrt
2
b (d f ) 2

t (d f )

X only 3.519 4.886 4.331 - 2.696 46.19 (15) 34.69 (15)
Continue 3.102 2.734 0.034 1.466 516.9 (505) 519.0 (505)
Restart 3.102 2.286 - 0.124 2.101 516.9 (505) 521.3 (505)

Note: BIT = bitwise effect; TEL = teleological.

Fig. 8. BIT constant versus TEL slope for X protocol only.
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lyze the “remainder” data in both ways. The results of such analysis are pre-
sented in Table 8.

It is plainly evident that while the X protocol shows a preference for TEL in-
ternally, neither model is a very good fit to the data in this unique dataset. Both

2 values are quite large, with p-values of 4.96 10- 5 and 2.72 10- 3, respec-
tively. Neither Z score is within the range that would be considered plausibly
consistent with model variation. This strongly suggests that this dataset con-
tains some structure other than that explained by either model. Conversely, the
data without the X protocol no longer show any support for TEL, regardless of
the status of the “restart” assumption.

Figures 8 and 9 display the X protocol data in the format used for Figures 4
and 5 and Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 8a, we note what appears to be almost a bi-
furcation in the experimental data, with the data points below x = 0.0004
seeming at least visually to cluster into two vertically separated populations. It
is inevitable that even two-parameter linear regression fails to fit this dataset
well, because no single-valued functional fit can possibly reproduce such a
feature.  In Figure 8b, the regression fit is conspicuous for its wide departure
from both families of theoretical model. Figure 9, illustrating the vector space
representation, drives home the same point. In the theory plane of Figure 9a,
the observation vector is well outside the acute angle subtended by the two
theory vectors, differing more from either theoretical prediction than the theo-
ries differ from each other. The residual graph in Figure 9b shows us a vector
lying far outside the theory plane, with an equivalent Z score well over 2.

Figures 10 and 11 give the same reports for the non-X protocol data, using
the “restart” assumption. We can see that the results are now a very good fit to
BIT, whether we look at the parameter plot in Figure 10 or the  vectors of Fig-
ure 11. We also see a completely inconsequential residual in Figure 11b. 

The overall conclusion remains ambiguous. Computing a weighted Z across
all of the datasets reported in Table 7, with the “Original REG” further broken
down as summarized in Table 8, leads to the unenlightening results presented
in Table 9.

As in Table 6, two results are reported, depending on whether the transition
from the X protocol to the standard protocol is considered a continuation of
the Original REG experiment, or a transition to a new experiment. We are left
with the conclusion that we have no good grounds for preferring either BIT or
TEL on the basis of the current data.

TABLE 9
Overall BIT vs. TEL

X Treatment Z vs. BIT Z vs. TEL

Continue 1.603 1.270
Restart 1.484 1.750

Note: BIT = bitwise effect; TEL = teleological.
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7. Conclusions

We noted above that the choice of model can affect even the the primary
conclusion about the existence of an anomaly. One reason for this follows
from the differences in the definition of the fundamental data unit. Let us sup-
pose that we have several datasets, each of which contains Ni observations,
and has a Z score Zi, where i = 1,…,m for m =  the number of datasets. What is
the overall Z score of the aggregate database? It is provably correct that this
composite score is Z = (

P
Zi Ö Ni )/

pP
Ni , in the sense that this reproduces

Fig. 9. BIT constant and TEL slope, as vectors, X protocol data only.



the Z score that would be calculated from pooling all of the raw data. We have
noted, however, that different models of the phenomenon may disagree on the
definition of the fundamental data unit and therefore may assign different val-
ues of Ni to the various subsets. In general, this changes the value of the com-
posite Z. This is the reason for the different Z scores against the null hypothesis
displayed by the different models in section 6. 

Therefore, when competing models of the effect have been proposed, it
seems advisable to select the model that is the best fit to the data before at-
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Fig. 10. BIT versus TEL with X data removed, restart version.
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tempting an absolute test for the existence of the effect. We have done this,
above, for the four models under consideration and find in each case that ei-
ther the BIT model is preferred, or that no preference can be established.

If the BIT model is thus taken as the best candidate model of a real effect,
we note that its Z score against the null hypothesis is 5.8, with a p-value of 3.3

10- 9. We may be confident that the database examined here shows a real ef-
fect and that the hypothesis that this effect comprises a constant bitwise proba-
bility shift serves at least as well as does any alternative thus far considered.

Fig. 11. BIT constant and TEL slope as vectors, X protocol data removed.



7.1 Bayesian Calculations

The foregoing material has employed a “frequentist” approach to the inter-
pretation of the statistical scores, by the presentation of p-values. It would be
inappropriate to reprise the entire theoretical debate between frequentist and
Bayesian statistics here, and rather than take sides in this dispute, PEAR has
found it more productive to present results in both formalisms. The Z scores
calculated above can be put to work immediately in a Bayesian hypothesis-
testing framework.

Where possible, we prefer to present results as an odds ratio, or odds adjust-
ment factor, which represents the relative support that a piece of empirical data
provides to two well-defined hypotheses. Because this describes the propor-
tional change that must be made in going from prior to posterior probabilities
on the hypotheses concerned, it can be computed without reference to the prior
probabilities. Table 10 summarizes the odds ratios for the pairwise compar-
isons made above.

We see that we have strong grounds for supporting BIT against DAT, and
much weaker but still positive support for preferring it to TIM. The two con-
flicting Bayes factors, both close to 1, for the “continuation” versus “restart”
interpretation of the X protocol transition, reflect the lack of conclusive infor-
mation discussed in the previous section.

The Bayesian evaluation against the null hypothesis becomes slightly more
complicated. In the pairwise comparisons above, the two-parameter linear re-
gression is simply compared with two families of one-parameter models; no
prior information about the model parameters is required, since they are han-
dled in a perfectly symmetric fashion. However, once one of these models (in
this case, BIT) is chosen as the favored alternative for comparison with the
null, the actual odds adjustment one computes will depend on the prior as-
sumptions one makes for the actual parameter values, rather than merely their
constraint equations. 

Because we are using a BIT model for our comparison, the variable under
consideration is the probability that a binary decision chooses the option tar-
geted by human intention. The null hypothesis predicts that this probability
should be precisely 0.5. A completely uninformed BIT alternative might sup-
pose that we have no grounds for constraining the effect of human intention on
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TABLE 10
Pairwise Odds Adjustments

Comparison Odds Adjustment Favoring BIT

BIT vs. DAT 7,700
BIT vs. TIM 5.2
BIT vs. TEL (continue) 0.62
BIT vs. TEL (restart) 1.54

Note: BIT = bitwise effect; DAT = Decision Augumentation Theory; TIM = time normaliza-
tion; TEL = teleological.
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physical processes and that the probability might take on any value between 0
and 1. In other words, the effect of intention is a probability shift p in the
range - < p < . This is in many ways a maximally conservative evalua-
tion. Nonetheless, when this is used as the alternative hypothesis, one finds an
odds adjustment factor of 1658 in favor of BIT.

More informed priors produce better odds in favor of the effect. For exam-
ple, one can almost casually constrain the effect of human intention on ran-
dom events by making the observation that casinos make steady profits de-
spite the presumptive (and often quite obvious) intention and desire of
gamblers to win. We may therefore presume that whatever the typical scale of
intentional effects on binary probabilities, it is smaller than the half-percent
house advantage, which seems to be the smallest value for a commonly played
casino game. (Blackjack, played by optimal strategy but without card count-
ing, has this house advantage level.) Taken as the bitwise alternative, this
means a uniform prior probability density - 0.005 < p < 0.005, which pro-
duces an odds adjustment of 1.66 105 in favor of BIT.

Finally, and most apropos, a previous meta-analysis of microelectronic PK
experiments (Radin and Nelson, 1989) surveyed a substantial body of prior
work in the field. Unfortunately this survey includes some of the data in the
current analysis; however, when the overlapping data are  removed from the
previous observation, the remainder provides a prior probability for the bit-
wise alternate that leads to an odds adjustment of 5.5 106 in favor of the ef-
fect.
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